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ABSTRACT: Attempts were made to develop rust-resistant mutants of pea
through Induced mutations. Seed samples of cultivars Little. MaIVel and
Teledo Sugar were irradiated by different gamma-ray doses (50, 100 and 150
Grey). Other samples were chemically mutagenized by three EMS
concentrations:(0.25, 0.75 and 1.50%). Deformed and sterile M,-plants were
discarded. Seeds of)ndividual normal M7-plants were haIVestedand grown
as M2-families. Resistant and moderately resistant Mrplants were selected
and their progenies were grown and tested against rust disease during M;s
and M4 generations.
Some Mz plants from the progenies of M7-plants of .gamma ray and EMS
materials showed moderate symptoms than the control progenies.· The
percentages of resistant plants in M2 generation were very low, but they
increased gradually by progression of generations; from M2 (1.1%) to M4

(11.7-12.0%). The highest percentage of resistant plants was recorded In M4

from the material of 100 Grey Gamma-rays for cv. Little MaIVel (15.3%) and
with 50 Grey gamma-rays and 0.75% EMS for cv. Te/edo Sugar (13~3% and
14.1%), respectively. Some selected M4-resistant plants gave hIgh seed yield,
some were different in their morphological characters, such as plant height,
early and late flowering, number of pods/plant, number ofseeds/plant, weight
of 100 seed, thickness of stem, pod shape and resistance to rust. Crop
parameters of resIstant plants in M4 generation have increased in
comparison with the controls.
Higher peroxidase activities as well as lower amino acids content were
recorded in the mutants derived after mutagenic treatments with gamma-rays
compared to those treated with EMS. All M4 mutant plants tested varied in
their protein patterns. The susceptible plants contained large number of
proteins compared with resistant mutants. There were remarkable changes in
proteIn patterns of all tested mutant plants due to Infection by Uromyces pisi
(Pers) Winter. The induced proteins in the susceptible plant$ were higher'
compared with the resistant mutants.
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INTRODUCTION
Pea (Pisum sativum L.) is considered one of the most Important legultle

crops in Egypt for local consumption and exportation. This crop Is widely
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